
SANDANKYO

Nature Trail

インスタ
QRコード

（小田）

２８

Activities

About Nature Trail

Sandankyo is a special place of 

Scenic Beauty.

It is famous for majestic 

landscape of gorge and waterfall. 

There are also many kinds of 

plants and animals.

Sandankyo Access Map

Highway Bus Bus stop No. 7 (Hiroshima Bus Center)

Via Hiroshima ICーTogouchi IC

One-way 1,480 yen
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QR

Equipment

・Long sleeves and long pants

・Rain gear

・Walking Shoes

・Water (No vending machine)

・Emergency medical supplies

・Map & Compass

Caution

1. Picking and removing plants,
animals, and rocks are prohibited.

2. Take all garbage back with you.
3. Beware of falling rocks and trees.
4. Promoted walking time 

7:30－17:00
5. Toilets are only 3 points.
6. There is no phone signal in the 

george. (Wifi spot; main entrance, 
Mizunashi gate)

⚠ Danger⚠

Hornet

Viper

Ixodid

Asian black bear

Rhus ambigua



You can see many 

beautiful mosses in 
the gorge.

７

Forest floor Trees Flowers Wildlife

They 
are simmiler 
to leaves of 

Cedar.

They look like tail feathers 
of phoenix.

Ferns

are also
show us
attracting
diversity. 
You can see transparent 
Firmy fern on wet rocks.

Mashrooms are 

wonder of nature. They 
are silently waiting
you
under
the
bush.

Variety shapes and 
colors of red and 

yellow leaves well 
replesent autum in 

Japan.

Giant and misterious old 

trees like Japanese horse 
chestnut are in the 

george.
They show a part of 

primeval forest.

You perseive sweet scent 

of cotton candy at the 
path from Cercidiphyllum 

japonicum.
It is originate from maltol 
that old leaves contains.

You may see seeds like 

them in the photo below. 
"Tochimochi", rice cake 
mixed with it has been

populer preservative
food in

mountainous
regeons.

Many kinds of seasonal 

Azaleas color the walls 
of george.

Star shaped purple 

flowers greet you at the 
entrance in summer.
They grow
at shady
and wet
place like
valley.

Small flowers at 

center are "real flowers". 
Large calyxes behave 

like petals.

Purple Japanese wisteria

blooms in clusters.
Fluffy carpenter bees 

often visit it.

Japanese giant 

salamander - One of the 
biggest amphibia in the 

world. They are 
protected as special 

natural treasure.

Listen

carefully,
a call like

ring of bell is a call of a 
Ruddy kingfisher.

They are good hunter 
at river side.

Forest green 

tree frog lay 
their eggs in 
foam at the 
beggining of 
summer 
(May-Jun).

Japanese maple
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Conandron ramondioides Japanese giant salamander

Japanese horse chestnut

Hydrangea serrataFirmy fern Japanese wisteria

Azalea

Haircap moss

Fissidens spp.


